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� How does the present economic crisis relate to long-term 
developments? 

� Is the crisis part of these developments?

� How will the crisis impact these developments?

� Or are both following separate tracks? 

� ‘The crisis was generated by the system itself’ (Soros)

� It is clear that the economic recession is developing into a 
societal crisis not least as a result of restrictive cyclical policies. 

� This analysis is even more valid for cities, because of the 
concentration of ‘social problems’ in cities.
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� Will poverty increase? What about the gap between rich and 
poor? What with the middle class?

� The importance of consumption: its symbolic value

� Technological developments are creating walls

� Economic restructuring and the impact on unskilled labour

� Individualisation and isolation

� The unequal distribution of risks in a risk society 

� Social assistance replaces social security

� Globalisation and diversity

� Are there any transition zones left?
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� Have fundamentally changed the economic production 
process

� deskilling and upgrading – depending from kind of economic 
activity 

� Also in daily life, technological developments require skills that 
not everyone possesses and so lead to further exclusion

� Increased problems for less educated individuals to access (private 
and public) services : banking, public administration, on-line 
information

� Unequal distribution of risks in a risk society

� New risks also are distributed unequally and increase when 
descending the social ladder
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� The original hypothesis is that risks are equally distributed over 
members of society

� In the mean time it has become clear that this distribution 
follows the traditional ‘social gradient’: they increase when 
descending the social ladder

� Illustration: the impact of hurricane Katrina on New Orleans 

� Watch ‘Treme’!

� Concentration of finer particles (fine dust) in cities (Antwerp 
being one of the ‘forerunners’).

� Demographic changes: not only increased population density 
but also loss of density.
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� More outspoken international division of labour

� Labour intensive production has moved (is moving) to low-
wage countries; knowledge-intensive production remains (for 
the time being?) in Western countries

� With consequences for blue collar-workers in those sectors

� At the same time: large population groups are migrating from 
poor to rich countries…

� … and develop into a new subproletariat (‘urban underclass’, 
‘precariat’)
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� Coupled with much upgrading and deskilling

� Many jobs in the tertiary and quaternary sector are done by 
women & their status has strongly devaluated. 

� Present unemployment is no longer cyclical but structural: 
long-term and specifically youth unemployment.

� Increasing qualitative gaps between supply and demand 
on the urban labour market.

� Increasing gaps between primary and secondary labour 
market and between formal and informal economy.
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� Many cities have been faced with a significant loss in power to foster 

inclusion and cohesion & with an increase in exclusion and polarisation. 

� Advantages of newcomers seem to be overshadowed by problems: 

maintaining current levels of employment and of countering the effects of 

an ageing, stagnant or even declining population versus integration, 

increasing racist and xenophobic attitudes, polarization, exclusion. 

� Policy-makers are faced with the challenge of implementing policies to 

include immigrants into different sectors of society, as well as the need to 

develop a ‘general culture’ for the continued economic competitiveness 

and social cohesiveness of cities.

� ‘Diversity’ is replacing ‘multiculturalism’ as a result of the so-called 

‘multicultural drama’.
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� How could socio-economic, ethnic and cultural diversity positively affect 
social cohesion, economic performance and social mobility of individuals 
and groups.

� How do more social contacts between different groups and individuals lead 
to developing a more positive perspective on one another: less stereotyped, 
more tolerance (absence of conflicts) or perhaps even respect (a more 
active attitude)? 

� Will the presence of firms in a neighbourhood affect the attitude towards 
minority ethnic groups? 

� Will social mobility lead to a change in attitudes with respect to the presence 
of different kinds of groups in the immediate environment? 

� Could tolerance and respect lead to better social cohesion, higher economic 
performance and even to better possibilities for social mobility?
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� Income poverty will not increase 
� if social benefits remain at about the same level compared 

with median income

� If income distribution remains the same

� But this clearly has not been the case

� Due to the downward shift of middle incomes and to 
changing shares of the two extremes of the income 
distribution

� The odds increase that more people will enter long-term 
poverty

� Living off their savings, increasing debts to replace durables
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� Different picture if we use a multidimensional measure of 
poverty

� Includes the expenditure side (‘material deprivation’) and indicators 

people’s wellbeing, 

� Also people’s social and psychological condition

� Consequences of long-term unemployment

� Impact on self-respect, self-empowerment 

� We need to take account of the flow and of the stock. The latter 
degrades as a result of long-term periods of poverty and 
deprivation
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� The return of the ‘blaming the victim’ perspective 

� The poor are labelled as being lazy, thrifty, subject to alcohol, 

irresponsible; it is their ‘personal responsibility’ 

� Revival of the split between ‘deserving’ and ‘non-deserving’

� The mirror image of ascribing personal success to one’s own efforts. 

� Growing gap and even polarisation between ‘we who pay’ (tax 

contributors) and ‘them who profit’ (social beneficiaries) 

� Increasing number of middle-class people who experience the 

recession and declining living standards at first hand and for the first time 
���� will ‘well understood self-interest’ lead to an increased interest in 

organized forms of solidarity?
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� Traditional norms and values loose their strength

� People’s identity is less determined by their group 

membership; increasingly by individual choices 

(‘shopping’).  

� Individualisation also takes place in the sphere of 

production and distribution of risks and opportunities. 

� Erosion of family ties, which provided a micro-social 

bottom-line network of security against social accidents, 

resulted in people becoming more dependent on the 

market and the state, for risks and for opportunities. 
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� Result of the loss of a household’s second (and 

sometimes first and only) income from work.

� No longer able to pay off ‘normal’ debts contracted 

for paying off consumer durables or mortgage.

� Increasing importance of ‘token value’ of position of 

consumer in case other positions (producer, citizen) 

are weakening.

� Resurgence of the phenomenon of ‘new poverty’ 

(first mentioned in the early 1980’s)?
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� Its presuppositions (such as full-employment & no information 

about who profits) seem no longer to hold.

� Nevertheless: it renders citizens less dependent on the 

market

� However; it does not intervene in the causes of the 

(re)production of inequality and exclusion. 

� It contributes to certain new forms of inequality and exclusion 

through the creation of a new market position: 

� Through the absence of a relation to the old production factors 
and the new information and communication structures

� Through the absence of relevant market capacity 
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� Less of an ‘entitlement’ compared with social security

� Shift often seems to be a policy goal

� Double influx: from below

� Gaps in social protection

� Increasing complexity of problem situations 

� This influx ‘from below’ is joined by one ‘from above’: middle 

class clients

� Their problems will retain the social workers’ attention better because of 

their same social class background

� Social workers do not have the opportunity to develop a sustainable 

relation with their clients (time stress, red tape)
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� Deprived neighbourhoods as dead-ends vs those who are 
transition zones: it is important to differentiate.

� ‘Inner-city neighbourhoods that no longer are places of social 
reproduction, but places of social destruction, decoupled from 
the rest of (urban) society’
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� Are old forms of homelessness re-emerging?

� Its stereotypes: the vagrant, the single (male) alcoholic, 

the homeless ex-offender, the forlorn woman,…

� Multidimensional situation of the homeless person

� Necessary anchors in society are lost as a result of long-

term processes (technological innovation, 

individualisation, welfare state retrenchment) that are 

accelerated by the economic crisis 
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� Return to a better balance between supra-national and
national level? (cf Skidelsky)

� Bigger role of cities? What with smaller towns, villages and other 
rural areas? What with city-regions?

� We shouldn’t expect too much from the promised trickle-down 

effect generated by general economic and fiscal policies.

� Or from ‘spontaneous’ (market-driven) developments.

� Or from a focus on activation policies.
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� These changes in the last few decades have resulted in a shift 
from government to governance 

� and to a connected increase in the importance of partnerships: 
between public bodies, private organisations and third sector 
groups. 

� National, regional and local authorities are being 
complemented (supplemented) and sometimes replaced by 
supranational governments, such as the EU, leading to 
discussions and disagreements on where and how to regulate 
societal developments. 
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� Across the EU there has also been a growing emphasis on active 
citizenship, a new localism, and the mobilisation of communities.

� It is expected that within the new governance frameworks 
individual citizens and communities will take more responsibility 
for their own welfare and for the local policy processes that 
shape their lives and the places in which they live. 

� Old models of representative democracy, associated with the 
era of powerful local government, are being replaced – and not 
only by more participative modes of democratic engagement 
and accountability. 
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� The need for social innovation is particularly large

� When many existing institutions are under strain

� When problems – lack of social cohesion, job creation, inner-city 

decay and youth unemployment - seem resistant to orthodox solutions. 

� Innovations need favourable conditions: an economic base, support and 

energy from many people, as well as a culture that encourages it

� Innovative ideas or projects often do not fit into public funding

� The uncertainty of return on investment is not likely to attract private 

investors.

� Innovation is not always a step forward, sometimes it means a (hidden) 

return to old solutions.
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